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4. Could Sarah please update the stats on the number of responses to the consultation.

5. Are aware of any existing briefing on what the SG does to support women?   I think 
there’s a lot we can say in that area, and it may be that there is some existing briefing on that which we 
could use. 

Simon Stockwell 
Family and Property 
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Cc: Marshall J (Jan);  Campbell J (Jeanette) 
Subject: FW: Gender recognition: meeting with Women's Spaces: draft submission 
Importance: High 

Hi Simon, 

Thanks for this.  I have made two amendments in the eRDM version in paragraphs 4 and 12. 

Thanks, 

_____________________________________________ 
From: Stockwell SW (Simon)  
Sent: 26 February 2018 12:17 
To: ; Communications CSSE; Duncan SE (Sarah) (Justice); 

Cc: Marshall J (Jan);   Campbell J (Jeanette) 
Subject: Gender recognition: meeting with Women's Spaces: draft submission 
Importance: High 

 << File: Gender Recognition consultation‐ update on consultation position‐ submission to Cab Sec‐ 23.2.2018.obr >> 
<< File: Gender Recognition consultation‐ update on consultation position‐ submission to Cab Sec‐ 23.2.2018.docx 
>>  

Comms 
Sarah 

1. I attach a draft submission to CabSec following last week’s meeting at official level with Women’s
Spaces.

2. Grateful for comments by close tonight.   I’d like to put up before the Equality Network reception in
the Parliament tomorrow evening.

3. will wish to note the reference to trans prisoners and that I would intend to copy the CEO
of the SPS into the submission.

4. Could Sarah please update the stats on the number of responses to the consultation.

5. Are aware of any existing briefing on what the SG does to support women?   I think 
there’s a lot we can say in that area, and it may be that there is some existing briefing on that which we 
could use. 

Simon Stockwell 
Family and Property 
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5. Are aware of any existing briefing on what the SG does to support women?   I think 
there’s a lot we can say in that area, and it may be that there is some existing briefing on that which we 
could use. 

Simon Stockwell 
Family and Property 
X
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Simon Stockwell 
Family and Property 
X







• The proposals would go beyond people who have gender dysphoria.   [Under the
current system, people applying to the Gender Recognition Panel must usually
provide evidence of a diagnosis of gender dysphoria.  The proposals would remove
that requirement but would still require people to make a statutory declaration
confirming their permanent intention to live, as the case may be, as a man or a
woman.]

• Concerns that male offenders will seek to declare themselves as women for the
purpose of being accommodated in a female prison unit, and the implications for
the safety of other prisoners and prison staff.   [We noted that the Scottish Prisons
Service already has a Gender Identity and Gender Reassignment Policy for those
in their custody and that policies needed to be based around the risk caused by any
particular offender.]

• The impact of any reform for children and young people, and in particular on those
seeking access to what they consider potentially unsafe puberty blockers and cross
sex hormones.   [We noted that the consultation was not about medical and surgical
treatment, and that the consultation was highly consultative about what approach
should be taken on the availability of legal gender recognition for those under 16.]

• The impact of increased numbers of people recognised under a self-declaratory
process on statistical evidence about crime and for statistics about equality
between women and men.  Women’s Spaces also suggested this might lead to the
Scottish Government altering its policy approach to gender equality and gender-
based violence.  [We noted the strong SG commitment to gender equality and to
tackling gender-based violence as shown, for example, in a number of areas such
as the Domestic Abuse (Scotland) Bill, the Equally Safe Delivery Plan, and the
Gender Representation on Public Boards (Scotland) Bill.]

5. Women’s Spaces expressed concerns that their right to freedom of expression
and of assembly are being impacted adversely by some trans activists.  They allege that
activists have disrupted their public meetings and sought to intimidate those who attend
or who are at or near the venue by wearing masks, following any women that they
suspect will be attending, and taking photographs of those emerging from the venues.

6. A mailshot yesterday by the Equality Network/Scottish Trans Alliance urging
people to respond to the consultation also raised points in this type of area.  The EN/STA
said:

“ Over the last few weeks and months we have seen anti-trans articles in the media 
ranging from frustratingly ignorant to outrageously hostile. Anti-trans forces within and 
outside Scotland are mobilising intensively to try to block progress. A horrible sustained 
campaign of misinformation and incitement to moral panic has taken its toll and I’m not 
the only person who has had trans friends left hurt and fearful. Sadly, trans friends are 
being demonised by the same anti-equality arguments made during the campaign to 
repeal section 28 and against same-sex marriage”. 

7. Women’s Spaces suggested it would help if the SG emphasised its commitment to
freedom of speech and if the Scottish Government could state publicly that the
expression of disagreement with the reform of the 2004 Act is not transphobic.    [Similar
points arose in relation to the opposition by some religious bodies to same sex marriage.
Section 16 of the Marriage and Civil Partnership (Scotland) Act 2014 provides that
nothing in Part 1 of the Act insofar as it makes provision for the same sex marriage and
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ensure that any information we put out is accurate, but if a precise number is unavailable, then a ball-park 
figure will suffice I suppose.  
Additionally, Simon mentioned that he would speak to Angela Constance about our concerns about "hate 
speech". Do you know if he made any progress with that? I'm happy to put our concerns in writing to 
Angela if that helps in any way. 

Looking forward to hearing back from you as soon as possible. 

With kind regards, 

Women's Spaces in Scotland.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service. 
For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com 
______________________________________________________________________ 
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5. I would like to get this up to Ms Constance’s office early next week if possible, so if you could
reply by close of play on Monday 19 March.

Thanks, 

Sarah  
X








